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Dear Tom, 

1401 Observatory Drive 
Madison, WI 53706 

608 264 6118 
Fax 608 265 4173 

Emmett L. Bennett, Jr. 
746 W. Main St., #309 

Madison, WI 53715 
608 257 2279 

Since I wrote you, wherever you are, only a few days ago, I was not about to write you 
again, BUT ---

First, I've been looking in vain for the notice of the Salzburg Colloquium, so I can find 
out where it is on the calendar, and especially when I must have the title, abstract, whole thing, 
done and sent in. At the present rate, I expect to find it in December. PLEASE, send me a 
precis of that information. 

In gathering various piles of stuff that might have that and other valuable things in them, 
(like the work I was doing toward Salzburg!), I've not had much luck. I've thrown out minuscule 
bits of junk paper, and up here in the office I've cleaned up a bit too. Item, yesterday I found 
the ENVELOPE of the invitation, up here. 

But this morning, gathering a last thin pile to put on the table, I saw under some non
paper junk an old envelope, rather Jumpily stuffed with papers. Now that it is up here I see that 
it was addressed to me in 1971 by Marion Rawson. Inside were letters, and envelope from C. 
Lotspeich (you know about him, don't you?), a whole batch of my letters to CWB, and a 
notebook!!!!! List of tablets found 1939, CWB. in pencil, that's going to be tricky to xerox, and 
with thin paper interleaving Jrf:ll!i\hliifij:, everywhere (That means one exposure per page, 
occupying a quarter of a page); mark:ecf fri ·various colors of ink by me, recording the first joins -
or maybe later ones. There's no time to do it now, but it must be xeroxed (the Institute, insists 
Loretta, is absolutely against any undue expenditure on xerox, fax, e-mail, envelopes, &c. until 
July 1. Or maybe even later. So the xeroxing of all of this and transcribing must wait for the 
end of August at the earliest. 

There's also an extract from Hrozny's Insc Cret II, with a card from Hr. to CWB, in French, an 
awful tiny handwriting - I make out with some difficulty "Je serais". 

I will record, and request that you send on to Jose, either the following information, or a copy of 
this letter, the beginning and the end of the notebook: 
CW Blegen 
Pylos 1939 

List of tablets found 1939 at Ano Englianos 
----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ----------- -=--------- ----------- -----------
(Here follows an interleaf marked) 
Interleaved ELB 1961 
to record (in Greek) the nl.llbers from the tablets 
A. Makraganis (identity unknown to me) 
4· 12-40 

Broad - coqJlete 
cleaned - 6 lines inscribed 2 vacant at bottom 1 line of heading Inventory 

2 Broad - coqJlete 
(in ink) cleaned & transcribed photographed 

3 Broad - CoqJlete - 7 lines inscribed 2 vacant 2 lines of heading Inventory 

&c down to the last! entry 



620 Broad - fragments 

Actually "interleaved doesn't mean that I interleaved it. It was made that way, and I simply added corrments 
on them 

So, on to the last page -

To Gillieron for photographing 

2, 5 
1, 3, 4, 10, 30, 93, 

98, 
129, 130, 131 

213, 222, 228 

(212+22X+231+234+235) 1 tablet 
(247+249) 1 tablet 

(#74 has not numbers> 

[22X means the last digit in pencil is obscured under a heavy ink 9, it may be that the pencil nunber was 
8?] 

NOW, the envelope from Lotspeich (I've been spelling him wrong, but he was normally pronounced, I'm sure, as 
Lotspeech in American)Nov 21 1944) to ewe in Washington. 

A four page letter. 
A handwritten MS entitled The Cypriote and Cretan Syllabaries. 
The pages are not nunbered, so I'd better not look too much. but here is a page headed: 
The Nine Cit i es [ so you see what his starting point was! I fear I must give the current transcription where 
he has nobly drawn the signs.] 

pi-82 
rr.e-ta-pa 
pe-to-no 
pa-ki-ja-na 

&c. 

Warupite(ia) (Antheia) 
Yewapa (Aipeia) 
Kineyo CCAmphi)geneia) 
Padarena (Dorion) 
or Padarean 

I don't think I ever knew the details of what he was doing, or maybe I simply avoided finding out, 
but now it wi ll be fun to see what's here. Maybe even circulate it eventually 

Letters ELB-CWB (a good many at various dates) AEK-CWB, B Gaya-CWB, MV-CWB (questionnaire) 
WBDinsmoor·CWB about possible use of IBM, ELB's MS of Fractional Quantities. 
CWB's copy of No 1 (= 641) using Ventris' values. 

A letter to MFMcGregor (CWB was in Greece), who made everthing else possible by making me learn at least 
some sort of writing from the First Peloponnesian War, - a letter, that is, from Elizabeth M. Ford of 
Atlanta. 
"Only last week I received a copy of THE PYLOS TABLETS 

CLUE TO THE PYLOS TABLETS! 

.•••. My interpretation of the signs given in the foregoing remarks, may not be of value to you. I sincerely 
hope they may serve a good purpose for all people interested in the days of old, as God and David referred 
to the times of the ancients. If not, do give me credit for making an effort. I shall keep on trying to get 
something of greater value, whether or not I succeed, for this subject lies close to my heart." I never saw 
this before. 

Lots of transcriptions, of the first (1939) batch of tablets, mostly CWB's I think, maybe some even from 
Pylos? 
A letter from Eric Turner to CWB 1957, one of JChadwick-CWB 1957. 

5 June 1994 
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